• EBM PET bottles can be recycled in the established PET stream
• Glass-like bottle clarity and surface brilliance with proven Bekum shuttle machinery technology
• Reliable processing on double sided shuttle machines as well as long strokes
• All the process flexibility of extrusion blow molding
• Full in-machine deflashing, including handled bottles
• Proven Bekum BKZ and BKD extrusion heads
• Smooth barrel extruder technology, up to 150 mm
• Calibrated neck finishing
• Low cost tooling
• Bekum worldwide service, spare parts and support.
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Production Examples

**MACHINE**
- **EBLOW / HYBLOW 407D**
  - Machine Type: Double Shuttle
  - Cavitation: 4
  - Max. Head CLD (mm): 2 x 230
  - Est. Cycle Time (sec.): 12
  - Bottles / Hr. at 100%: 1200
  - Bottles / Yr. at 100% (8400 hrs): 10 million

- **EBLOW / HYBLOW 607D**
  - Machine Type: Double Shuttle
  - Cavitation: 6
  - Max. Head CLD (mm): 3 x 220
  - Est. Cycle Time (sec.): 13
  - Bottles / Hr. at 100%: 1660
  - Bottles / Yr. at 100% (8400 hrs): 13.9 million

- **EBLOW 807D**
  - Machine Type: Double Long Stroke
  - Cavitation: 8
  - Max. Head CLD (mm): 4 x 230
  - Est. Cycle Time (sec.): 13.5
  - Bottles / Hr. at 100%: 2133
  - Bottles / Yr. at 100% (8400 hrs): 17.9 million
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